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In historic town, there are many kinds of risks in case of large scale disasters. It is important to understand what has 
become from the viewpoint of local people. Through regional workshops, local people can understand the risk and what 
they do when large scale disaster happens. To improve resident’s consciousness of regional disaster mitigation, this 
study carried out and evaluated workshops in two areas.
Key Words : preservation district of historic buildings, citizen workshop, residents consciousness, disaster 
imagination game, emergency drill. 
 
 





















































































ᑐ㇟ᆅ༊ 㜵⅏ᩚഛ஦ᴗ๓㸦⠛ᒣ㸧 㜵⅏ᩚഛ஦ᴗᚋ࣭⨾ᒣ⏫ 
᪥᫬ 2007ᖺ 12᭶ 9᪥ 2008ᖺ 1᭶ 26᪥ 
ሙᡤ ୖἙཎ⏫㞟఍ᡤ ⨾ᒣ⏫໭ බẸ㤋 
















































































⾲㸱 ఫẸ࣮࣡ࢡࢩࣙࢵࣉϨ ㄢ㢟ࡢᩚ⌮㸦⨾ᒣ⏫㸧 












 㜵⅏ᩚഛ஦ᴗ๓㸦⠛ᒣ㸧 㜵⅏ᩚഛ஦ᴗᚋ㸦⨾ᒣ⏫㸧 
᪥᫬ 2008ᖺ 12᭶ 21᪥ 13:00㹼15:00 2008ᖺ 12᭶ 10᪥ 13:00㹼15:00 
ཧຍ⪅ ⠛ᒣఏᘓᆅ༊ఫẸࠊ⠛ᒣᕷᩍ⫱ጤဨ఍ 
ᾘ㜵ࠊಖᏑ఍ࡢ᪉ࠎ  19ྡ 
⨾ᒣ⏫໭ఏᘓᆅ༊ఫẸࠊಖᏑ఍ࠊ 





























































 㜵⅏ᩚഛ஦ᴗ๓㸦⠛ᒣ㸧 㜵⅏ᩚഛ஦ᴗᚋ㸦⨾ᒣ⏫㸧 
ㄪᰝᮇ㛫 2008ᖺ 12᭶ 21᪥ 13㸸00㹼15㸸00 2008ᖺ 12᭶ 10᪥ 13㸸00㹼15㸸00 
㓄ᕸᩘ 25㒊 35㒊 
ᅇ཰⚊ᩘ 19㒊㸦76.0㸣㸧 26㒊㸦74.2㸣㸧 
 
 
⾲ 5 ศᯒࣔࢹ࡛ࣝࡢ㉁ၥ㡯┠ 

































㸲㸬ࡲ࡜ࡵ࣭௒ᚋࡢㄢ㢟      








⾲ 7 ྛᆅᇦ࡛ព㆑ࡢኚ໬ࡀࡳࡽࢀࡓ㡯┠ 
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